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Abstract

Developing software architectures for complex software applications is challenging, and requires good static and dynamic visualisation support. We describe the visual software architecture modelling visual language we have developed and its support in the SoftArch environment. Static software architecture views are developed using this language, and designs and implementations developed from these specifications. Static views are copied, animated and annotated to visualise running system architecture characteristics. This approach provides better static modelling and dynamic visualisation of software architectures, at varying levels of abstraction, than do other current techniques.

1. Introduction

There has been increasing interest in the use of software architecture modelling techniques when developing large software systems [1, 15, 20]. Developers require visual modelling support to help them effectively design and reason about the software components of complex applications [13, 15]. They also require dynamic visualisations to allow them to understand running software systems [2, 21]. Ideally these static and dynamic visualisation approaches are consistent and complementary.

A variety of approaches and tools have been developed to assist developers in visualising software architectures. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [17] uses a combination of class, collaboration, component and deployment diagrams. Clockworks and JComposer use annotated component diagrams [5, 8]. PARSE-DAT uses process diagrams. Several systems, including SAAMTool [13], Argo [19] and Viper [22], use various kinds of structural architecture component diagrams. All of these only offer static modelling diagrams. Most lack a wide enough range of abstractions or focus on only low-level architecture details. ViTABaL provides tool abstraction views of running "toolie" components [6], JVisualise [6] and Cerno-II [12] provide low-level component and object visualisation together with some aggregated object performance visualisations.

Various program visualisation tools have been developed [2, 14, 18, 21], which provide a mixture of views of running program information. Most of these systems focus on object or algorithm-level dynamic visualisation techniques, rather than architectural component visualisation. Most dynamic visualisations are inconsistent with static visualisation structures, making them hard to understand.

We have been developing the SoftArch environment, which supports both static and dynamic visualisation of software architecture components at varying levels of abstraction. SoftArch provides a range of architecture modelling and visualisation representations and tools. A meta-model defines allowable architectural abstractions and multiple, visual modelling views capture various perspectives on architectural components and inter-relationships. SoftArch uses the JComposer CASE tool [8] to generate classes and complete system implementation. The JVisualise monitoring and object visualisation tool [8] is used to detect run-time events, such as object creation and method calls, and forwards these to SoftArch. SoftArch static architectural views are copied, annotated and animated to provide developers with multiple, high-level execution architectural visualisations.

2. Related Work

Figure 1 (a) shows a screen dump from an on-line video library system we use as an example in the rest of this paper. This application provides customers with applets to find, reserve and review videos, and staff with applications to rent/return videos, maintain staff, customer and video information and generate reports. When designing the architecture of such a system, developers typically require support to:

- represent processes, machines, data and other architectural components [5, 9]
- represent inter-component relationships, such as data usage, message passing, event subscription/notification etc. [1, 9]
- represent additional architectural characteristics, such as data replication and caching, concurrency etc [5]
Commonly used modelling techniques like the UML [17] provide views of classes, components and machines. A UML class diagram for part of the video rental program is shown in Figure 1 (b), view (1). Such modelling techniques suit low-level architectural representation reasonably well, but do not provide a range of higher level architectural views [15, 9]. Deployment diagrams in UML offer a view of machine and process assignment and inter-connection, but this is the only high-level specifically architectural view in UML, and is quite limited.

Argo/UML [19] provides some additional architectural abstractions, such as communication "buses", but does not provide much else in the way of high-level architecture modelling support. Most component composition tools, like JComposer [8] and MET+[25], provide component views, with some higher level associations and properties like event exchange visualised. ClockWorks [5] also uses component diagrams, but with additional architecture "annotations", representing caching, concurrency and replication. Clockworks supports some code generation from these annotations to help automate realisation of such facilities from their visual specifications [24]. PARSE-DAT provides reasonably high level views of processes and inter-process communication [16]. Figure 1 (b), view (2) shows a PARSE-DAT representation of the video library processes (ovals are processing nodes, rectangles data management). Unfortunately PARSE-DAT does not support any OOD or code generation, and is limited to solely basic process views. Other architecture modelling approaches also tend to focus on basic process and/or program structure, such as SAMTool [13]. Most static visualisation approaches and tools do not support dynamic visualisation using the static representational techniques.

Dynamic visualisation of systems is useful for developers to understand system correctness (i.e. to debug them), to understand higher-level system behavioural characteristics that can not be easily determined from static architecture design views and analyses. Tools like JVisualise [6] support object visualisation and object structure querying, but these focus at only the object level, and are hard to scale and interpret for large, distributed applications. Various program visualisation systems have been developed, many offering high-level animations and visualisations of algorithms and object structures. These include VisualLinda [14], Rose/Architect [3], The Software Bookshelf [4], and PvariM [23], and those using 3D call graphs [18] and object trees [11]. While these visualisations are useful, they typically bear no relation to static architecture modelling languages and views, and are thus difficult to formulate and interpret. ViTABA[L [6] provides dynamic views of reasonably high-level system components ("toolies") and their relationships. Figure 1 (b), view (3) shows a ViTABA visualisation of the video library system, where ovals are toolies, rectangles are data management components, and inter-connections annotated with information about them. While ViTABA[L provides some useful dynamic visualisation capabilities, developers must construct these views only from running components, with no static views, limiting its usefulness.
3. **SoftArch**

SoftArch, as shown in Figure 2, provides support for static and dynamic visualisation of software architectures. Dynamic visualisations annotate and animate static visual forms. SoftArch provides a meta-model of available software architecture component types that can be modelled, which can be extended using a visual language. Software architecture modelling views use meta model types and a flexible set of visual elements to describe software architectures. Developers capture multiple, visual architectural perspectives at various levels of abstraction, by visually refining high-level architectural components to lower-level ones in several ways. A component-based CASE tool is used to support architecture implementation. When running a system, object events are sent to SoftArch. OOD-level architecture components are located, and information about running system is cached against them and their abstractions (i.e. higher-level components). Static SoftArch visualisation views are copied and annotated and/or animated to convey this running system information to developers e.g. to highlight created/not created processes, indicate number/size/timing of messages between components etc.

4. **Static Software Architecture Views**

The main abstractions SoftArch uses to describe software architectures are architecture components (e.g. "servers"), associations (e.g. "LAN") and annotations (e.g. "cached data" or "SQL commands"). Each kind of architecture element has a set of typed properties further characterising it. Figure 3 shows the basic notational elements in this architecture modelling visual language. We chose this visual language for architecture modelling to enable developers to capture a wide range of features, to be relatively simple yet expressive, to be relatively easy to extend as needed, and to be able to tailor the appearance of visual elements to their needs. Various display characteristics can also be changed, such as size, colour, shading etc. An extensible meta model holds all available architecture types, and can be programmed using a simple visual language, illustrated in Figure 4 (1). In this language, ovals represent architecture component types, horizontal bars inter-component association types, and labelled vertical arrows association and component annotation types. Dashed, arrowed lines between types indicate refinement e.g. a process can be refined into a client or server process. Solid arrowed lines indicate association relationships e.g. a data manager may have data usage relationships with any architecture element.

Figure 4 (2) and (3) show use of the visual language we designed for modelling static software architecture structures and behaviour. This is derived from one we have used for many years when teaching architecture design in a software engineering course [7].

![Figure 2. Overview of using SoftArch for static and dynamic software architecture visualisation.](image-url)

![Figure 3. Basic SoftArch Visual Language.](image-url)
Figure 4 (2) describes the main parts of the video library system using the SoftArch visual language. Ovals are components, vertical bars and arrowed lines associations, and the labelled square (replicated data) and vertical arrowed line (protocol) annotations. This view specifies that the system is made up of three main components: a set of shared servers, staff clients connected to the servers across a LAN and customer applets (embedded in browsers) connecting to the servers across the internet. The two annotations add further information about architecture components and associations in a visual fashion. In this example, these indicate that staff profiles are cached on the staff machines, and that the customer applets use a custom protocol to communicate with the servers. Each component, association and annotation has additional properties associated with it that specify e.g. network speed, CPU speed and memory, data size and transaction processing rate, quality of service characteristics of processes, machines and networks and so on.

Reusable template views, such as that shown in Figure 4 (3), provide a means for developers to reuse best practice or common architectural structures. Templates use the same visual language as model views. This example is a model of a simple server-side “e-commerce” system organisation, made up of http, application and RDBMS servers and associated data.

Each component has a property sheet, like the one for the customer applets to WAN association shown in Figure 4 (4). Various information about the component can be viewed and/or specified, such as its type and various property values, appearance, associations and annotations, and refinements to/from other components.

Developers can specify multiple architecture views for a system being modelled in SoftArch. Often developers need to specify refinements of high-level architectural concepts into lower-level detailed information. This allows a system to be visualised from multiple perspectives, some showing basic architectural elements, others detailed views of parts of a system.

Figure 5 (1) shows a view giving more detail about the servers in the video library system. This view was constructed by reusing the e-commerce template shown in Figure 4 (3). The use of the enclosing “servers” component indicates that the elements enclosed are refinements of the more abstract architectural component “servers”. Another way of describing refinement is shown in Figure 5 (2), where the “staff applications” component has been refined into several processes by creating a subview. All elements in this subview are refinements of the “staff applications” abstraction. Figure 5 (3) shows the use of explicit refinement links (dashed lines), in this example indicating OOD-level components (represented as UML class icons), used to implement the customer applet and application server architectural concepts.
Once an architecture model is complete, the developer exports OOD-level components to our JComposer component-based CASE tool [8]. They complete implementation within JComposer, generating Java classes to implement the system. Figure 5 (4) shows a JComposer UML-style class diagram which has been generated by SoftArch from the OOD-level components specified in Figure 5 (3). Other implementation technologies and paradigms are also supported by SoftArch, as it makes no assumptions about the eventual target languages. We have modelled C/C++ implemented web servers and desktop applications, Perl scripts, Java, Visual Basic and Delphi clients and servers, and various data formats (relational databases and files) and network protocols (sockets, http, ftp, RMI and CORBA).

Defining and refining architecture views in SoftArch is a straightforward process. Views are kept consistent when they share common information, and refinement links and subviews help developers manage the complexity of their architecture descriptions. Changes to OOA or OOD specifications and designs in JComposer can be imported back into SoftArch and architecture views modified to reflect changes. Similarly, architecture changes can be reflected in JComposer OOD designs updated by SoftArch. The above architecture views took less than one hour to specify in SoftArch.

5. Dynamic Architecture Visualisation

When a system is run, JComposer components are created and communicate locally and remotely as required. We have developed a dynamic visualisation tool for JComposer-based applications, JVisualise, that can inspect running component information and monitor inter-component communication [8]. JVisualise sends events relating to OOD-level components to SoftArch, and SoftArch uses the refinement links associated with these OOD-level components to determine which higher level components the events relate to. It records object creation/deletion, method calling, event generation and so on against OOD-level components and their abstractions. Static architecture views are copied, annotated and animated to reflect information about the running system. Developers choose data to visualise, and visualisation techniques, to suit their needs.
Figure 6. Dynamic visualisation of running system in SoftArch.

For example, after starting up the video library servers and one video library staff application, Figure 6 (1) shows a dynamic visualisation using the top-level architectural view in SoftArch. This visualisation represents the number of components created so far. The servers component is dark (five server-side objects created), staff applications lightly shaded (one staff application running) and customer applets very lightly coloured (no objects of types that are refined from this high-level component have been created). This kind of visualisation is useful for developers to determine what processes in an architecture have so far been created, and to determine relative densities of objects etc. Views can be animated to show density increasing as a system runs.

Figure 6 (2) shows the server-side view of the video library system, annotated to illustrate relative method calling densities. The customer applets and staff applications make numerous calls to the application server and database server respectively. The http server is comparatively lightly used (only accessed to download customer applets for this system).

Additional visualisation of data is supported, including details about object creation and method invocation, as shown in Figure 6 (3), which shows data for the application server objects at a snap shot in time. A bar graph of number of method calls to the VideoQueryServer component, an object making up the application server process, has been generated by exporting data to MS Excel™, shown in Figure 6 (4).

Developers can request that inter-component communication information be cached for selected architectural elements, and can review these. Figure 7 (1) shows an example of such information presented in a dialogue. Each method invocation of the application server has been recorded, and the developer can examine this trace. Developers can also view detailed component information using our JVisualise tool. Figure 7 (2) shows such a view for the video rental application. JVisualise supports creation, deletion and connection of running component objects, as well as property modification and method invocation by developers. This is useful for low-level testing and manipulation of an application.

We have provided some basic running component manipulation in dynamic SoftArch architecture visualisations. One example is illustrated in Figure 7 (3), where the developer has, while a system is running, created a new architectural component (a data export agent), and connected this to another prior running component (in this example, the customer maintenance application). SoftArch uses the refinement links specified by the developer to determine the JViews components to create, inter-object references to establish and methods to call based on this information. At present only simple manipulations are supported.
6. Design and Implementation

We implemented SoftArch using the JComposer metaCASE tool, which generates classes specialised from the JViews framework for building multi-user, multiple view visual environments [10]. We defined meta-model and architecture model repository and view components in JComposer, to support an extensible set of architectural modelling abstractions. We defined both meta-model and modelling visual icons and editors using the BuildByWire tool [8], but designed these icons so they have a wide range of user-tailorable appearance characteristics. This allows users of SoftArch to readily adapt the visual notation to their own modelling needs and preferences, without having to use BuildByWire directly.

We integrated SoftArch, the Serendipity-II process management system and the JComposer CASE tool to form an integrated environment. Serendipity-II provides software architecture design process guidance and user-extensible analysis agents to assist in validating architecture designs. SoftArch provides meta-model and architecture model views and repositories, template support and pre-defined analysis agents. JComposer is used by SoftArch to support architecture design refinement and implementation. This integration was achieved using the capabilities of JViews software components to exchange events and data. Figure 8 illustrates this basic integration.

When a developed application is run, the JVisualise dynamic monitoring tool is automatically started. A plug-in component directs component creation, destruction and modification events, and inter-component event exchanges, to a JViews component that implements the dynamic visualisation capabilities. This copies SoftArch static views and animates/annotates them as appropriate, by changing the appearance characteristics of the SoftArch view icons.
7. Summary

We have described and illustrated a new approach to supporting software architecture design, refinement and dynamic visualisation and manipulation. The SoftArch environment supports an extensible visual language for modelling both high and low-level characteristics of software architectures, with support for multiple, overlapping views and refinements of high-level abstractions to lower-level detail. The behaviour of implemented systems can be visualised using copies of static visualisation views at varying levels of abstraction, to show detailed or high-level running system information. Limited manipulation of running systems is also supported. This approach has proved a very encouraging direction in supporting complex system software architecture modelling and visualisation.

We are working on further extending the SoftArch meta-model and visual modelling capabilities to support richer architectural abstractions and modelling capabilities. We are also working on other dynamic visualisations, including map metaphors with varying sized icons, varying static view icon and connector size based on object, method, event, data size and timing information captured from running systems. We plan to explore 3D-based static modelling and corresponding 3D dynamic visualisations of architectures.
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